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iTunes "Party Shuffle" a Beatles Record, and re-release it. * 
Curate songs from Use Your Illusion I & II into a 8 song "best of" album proving that in the early 90's Guns N' Roses surpassed the level of 
Appetite For Destruction. ** 
My neighbors wind chimes are tuned to the same exact notes as 50 Cent's "Wanksta", so sometimes I hear "Wankska" on windy days.1 * 
Remake the Ying Yang Twins Whisper Song and have the Macintosh "whisper" voice sing it instead.2 *** 
Make a record of classic acoustic folk 60's (ish) protest songs and auto-tune all the vocals. ***** 
Make a series of atonal "twelve-tone ring tones". **** 
Make a record by de-modulating pop songs which contain whole tone modulations by slowly compensating the pitch of the song up until the 
point of the modulation, so the song modulates back into the key it started.3 ***** 
Make trance song with a 30 minute drum roll.4 **** 
Start a lecture with almost no battery left on my laptop, and end when the computer runs out of power.5 * 
Go to a comedy club and re-do Seinfeld routines from memory. 6 *** 
Modify a museum audio tour by making it just a little bit slower, ... not slow enough so people notice, but just so they get mega bored. *** 
The sound my TV makes when it is turning on and off is in the same exact key as Hall and Oates "Man Eater".7 *** 
Remake "Black Sabbath" by "Black Sabbath" but modulate the diminished 5th up to a prefect 5th. *** 
Make a mash up of the bells from "For Whom the Bell Tolls", "Hells Bells", "Aerodynamic", and "Black Sabbath". 
License "Jay-Z Blue" from Jay-Z and make monochromes. *** 
Make "spray tan" monochromes. * 
Buy Bronze crap off of Ebay and have it cast back into bronze.8 **** 
Re-edit Hollywood thrillers by cutting a few non-vital screens and upload them back to the net. * 
Get a Palm Pilot.9 ***** 
Do something with 3d tea pots?10 ***** 
Order Zen Home Cleaning (a Manhattan holistic cleaning service) for La Monte Young's Dream House. *** 
Make a video of toast burning. ***** 
Make a blog where I steal posts from other blogs that contain the phrase "Sorry, I havn't posted in a while". ***** 
Make a blog about beautiful moments on the web.11 ** 
Make a U2 video by putting a U2 song over footage of the Berlin wall coming down. Upload to Youtube.12 ***** 
Make a Wendy's commercial with a Dave Thomas (R.I.P.) look alike.13 ***** 
Make a documentary about pre-verb.14 ***** 
Do a normal artist lecture but do it through a talk box. *** 
Re-do Warhol's camouflage paintings using the new US Army camouflage. 15 * 
Make an LED sign for a museum that says "Welcome to X Museum", where X is the name of the museum. * 
Do something with mannequins and knee braces.16 ** 
Put Kleenex in next video installation for people who are emotionally touched.17 ** 
Make a serene video installation that has a violent loud part every few minutes to scare the s##t out of people.18  * 
In a show at a museum, find all the corporate funders of the museum, and short all their stocks with the artist fee.19 *** 
Make a Word dictionary file for the movie "Miracle".20 ** 
Have the press release for my next show be a PDF that is alittle to big for printers. ** 
Do something involving the hi-hat line from Steely Dan's "Peg".21 *** 
Do reallybigurl.com.22 
Take Paula Abdul's "Promise of a new day" and correct the proportions.23 * 
Have an intern watch Lawnmower Man 10,000 times and make a website noting all the plot inconsistencies. ** 
Re-do Bas Jan Ader's In Search of the Miraculous on a Segway.24 *** 
Make Something with My Amiga .25 **** 
Make really bad monochrome CMYK prints.26 *** 
Make fake structural films.27 *** 
Make a sculpture where two computers are stuck in infinite Out of Office reply email loops.28 **** 

                                                
1 I am serious, no joke.  
2 This isn't actually my idea. This idea was given to me by Michael Bell Smith (over a beer), and was given to him by his friend Ari Kardasis. Sometimes ideas are better for other people. 
3 I have done three songs so far: Livin on A Prayer - Bon Jovi, Rock With You - Michael Jackson, and I got you Babe - Sonny and Cher.  
4 I half made this, then abandoned it. 
5 This is a terrible idea. 
6 Tried this,...it isn't funny. 
7 Not sure what to do with this yet…Also see footnote #1.  
8 This was completed. I can't tell if it is cool or not. The bronze is still sitting in my studio.  
9 30$ on Ebay. Won't turn on. 
10 This is still pretty vague. Also see footnote #1. 
11 See footnote #10.  
12 See my youtube page. 
13 I think this is a good idea, but Im too lazy to ever go though the trouble to do this. Maybe I can have someone on Craigs List do it for me? 
14 Pre-verb is reverb which has been reversed and placed in front of the sound that created it. It was common in 80's hair metal songs. See Def Leopard.  
15 Many of the ideas on this list are terrible, but this is an especially terrible idea. 
16 This idea is still fuzzy, ... and also pretty terrible. 
17 This is kinda funny, but would ensure no one ever took my work seriously again, ... which might not be a bad thing. Also see footnote #5. 
18 See previous footnote. 
19 Aka. I make money when they lose money. 
20 This was completed, but I have no idea what to do with it now. 
21 I bought a hi-hat, but that is as far as I made it with this one.  
22 Someone recently did this. This is an inverse of "tinyurl.com", a website that make really long links email-able.  
23 The comedy show "In Living Color" did this in the 90's. 
24 This project is a collaboration with my friend Charles Broskoski. Sometimes ideas are best when though of in a pair.  
25 As you can see, a few of the ideas on this list were executed. Often the sleeper ideas turn into the best artworks. See my video "Video Painting" for what this idea turned into. 
26 See my print series "Monoprints 2008". 
27 See my films "Structural Film 2007", and "Personal Film 2008". 
28 See my work "Permanent Vacation 2007-8". 


